Presentation
CHEATING is a short series (6 episodes) in screen format for watching on a smartphones
mainly.
Logline: July(20) tries to find out what her boyfriend Artem hides. When she will know the
truth, life will turn over. For July, Artem and not only.
The team:
The series will be created by an experienced team, marked by prizes of international
festivals and tempered in hundreds of filming days.
Director and producer Arseny Gonchukov. Director and producer of four feature films,
which were shot without state support. The director, scriptwriter and producer of the
successful web series "Area of Darkness". He got 20 awards of Russian and International
film festivals. Films of Arseny Gonchukov were shown on such TV channels as TNT,
Culture, they appeared in wide distribution in Russia and abroad. The series "The Dragon
Syndrome", where Arseny worked as second director together with the Cannes winner
Nikolai Khomeriki, appeared on the air of First Channel.
Arseny Gonchukov's creative team is known for extremely low costs for film production while
maintaining high quality content.
Screenwriter and producer Anna May (Mayskaya) was born on Far North of Russia. She
lived in St. Petersburg, Moscow, now lives in Los Angeles. Anna graduated from the Faculty
of Journalism at St. Petersburg University (specialization 'Television'); then continued
education at the High Courses for screenwriters and film directors (Moscow). In 2016
completed Aaron Sorkin's Master Classes (course of 35 lessons and practical works). Author
of 10 published books and plenty of articles in the most popular Russian mass media, plus in
couple British newspapers. Have been working as a screenwriter from 2009 until now on
Russian TV-channels (TVC, REN TV, Culture, Russia). Last activities:
2018 - screenwriter of TV-series 'Love overcomes all' (4 episodes, melodrama) for TV
channel Russia-1
2017 - screenwriter of TV-series 'Her secret' (4 episodes, melodrama) for TV channel
Russia-1.
2015 - editor of program 'Belaya Studia' ('White Studio') at TV Channel 'Culture'. In June
2015 'Belaya Studia' received the TEFI award (Russian Emmy) in nomination 'The best
educational program at the Russian TV'. http://tvkultura.ru/brand/show/brand_id/20927/
August -November 2014: worked as editor and screenwriter of TV series 'Prostye
Slozhnosty' ('Simple Difficulties') (TV Channel TVC, scripted reality with advices of
professional lawyer and psychologist). Full organization of work on tight timeline, 50
episodes submitted. http://www.tvc.ru/channel/brand/id/1742/show/episodes
October 2013 - April 2014: worked as screenwriter, editor and editor-in-chief of TV series
'Semeynye Dramy' ('Family dramas') for TV Channel REN-TV, 60 episodes submitted.
http://ren.tv/proekti/semeynye-dramy
Anna’s favorite genre is dramedy, in which you can realize all the best from drama and
comedy.
An approximate budget for 1 episode of CHEATING is 500.000 rub.

